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I. Who is Blood Horde? 
 
One blood, one horde, all are equal. This is the creed of Blood Horde. Unlike other 
organizations we strive to be inclusive rather than exclusive. We are a socialist monarchy 
with a dedication to unity and equality. We seek to unite all worthy of the name under our 
battle standard. It is the belief of Blood Horde that no one person is greater or lesser than 
the whole of the group whether he/she be an artisan, warrior, crafter or cook. 
 

II. What’s First? 
 
If you aren’t already a member of Blood Horde and are interested in joining just contact 
a sponsor, Magi, or Warlord for details. If you are a member then the first step is to get 
with your sponsor. The next step is completely up to you. The more involved you are, the 
more fun it will be. 
 

III. Role-play and Immersion 
 
A member of Blood Horde could have come from anywhere. All walks of life, races, 
and backgrounds are welcome. We have demons, orcs, faeries, elves, humans, 
dwarves and everything in between. The group itself has a highly detailed ever 
evolving back story. We highly encourage the careful and detailed creation of a 
persona. The group itself is a nomadic kingdom cursed to roam for eternity. Each 
citizen is infused with a shade soul that gives them their "war form" and immortality. 
For more information check out the Blood Horde back story. 
 
One is not seen solely as a representative of their craft. In other words, if Joe’s 
contribution to Blood Horde is fighting, he is not called a fighter, he is Blood Horde. 
If Bob’s contribution to the Blood Horde is making armor, he is not called an 
armorer, he is Blood Horde. All are equal within Blood Horde and any attempt to 
make a division within the group, be it in idea or reality will be dealt with harshly 
and is grounds for banishment. 
 

The name of the kingdom is Agarhoth. This name directly translates to Blood Horde in 
Elvish. It is not uncommon to see one of us sitting around bartering food out of Caravan 
one minute and then screaming into battle the next, only to return dirty and sweaty to a 
cold plate of food they will most happily devour anyway. Blood Horde are always 
marked in some way. It could be something bold like a tabard with a bloodskull on the 
front of it, a belt favor, or even something easily overlooked like a red teardrop painted 
just below the outside of the right eye. 
 

IV. Membership, Sponsors, Shunning, and Banishment 
 
Blood Horde will not deny membership based on age, sex, sexual orientation, 
religion, disability, national origin, or ethnicity. 
 

Any prospective member must have something to contribute whether it is crafts, services, 
or fighting. One is required but not all three. 
 
 

Current members of other fighting units are not allowed membership into Blood Horde. 
 

 

Registered sex offenders are neither allowed membership, nor will they be allowed to 
attend Horde functions and practices. 



 
If Blood Horde is in a period of mourning no prospect may be brought up for a 
membership vote. A period of mourning is defined as thirty days after the death of a 
Blood Horde member. 

 

Gaining membership to Blood Horde is very simple. If someone expresses a desire or is 
asked to be a member, a vote is called by a sponsor. If the majority of those members 
choosing to vote, 51%, votes yes, then that person is a member. It’s as simple as that. In 
order to assure new members aren’t a strain on resources we have been forced to 
implement a 90 day probationary period on all new members. Probationary members 
must:  
-make their own tabard or belt favor at their expense within 30 days 

 
-acquire at least minimum fighting garb [T tunic that extends below the crotch, non-
modern leg covering (no jeans, cargo pants, slacks, shorts, or prints), a ring belt or sash, a 
tabard or belt favor, and boots or shoes (no obvious logos, no loud colors) 

 
-acquire/ make their own weapons (if applicable) 
-create a persona  
-not obtain more than two warnings from Khan, Magi, or Warlord -
have at least a50% attendance to Blood Horde functions and practices. 

 

If an entire nonfighting group seeks membership into Horde, there will be a vote to see if 
the current members of Horde want to vote the group as a whole or on a case by case 
basis. If the vote passes as a group vote then the entire group will get membership. If it 
does not then the group will receive individual votes. After the vote, membership into 
the outside group does not guarantee membership into Horde. New members of the 
previously outside group MUST put Horde and it's regalia first at all times. The leader of 
that group is in no way entitled a position of authority in Blood Horde. 

 

Retaining membership- In order to retain membership in Blood Horde you must be 
reasonable active. A member within an hour of an outpost must attend at least 9 practices a 
year or at least 6 practices and one event with at least 100 people in attendance. A nomad 
must attend either 3 practices or an event with at least 100 people in attendance. Active duty 
military and debilitating illness will negate these requirements. 

 

Sponsors- new members must be brought up for a vote by a sponsor, that sponsor must 
ensure the new member has a tabard or belt favor at the new member's expense within 30 
days and the new member must make it with the sponsor's assistance if necessary. 
Sponsors must have the knowledge and equipment to make belt favors, tabards, and garb. 
Sponsors must be able to replicate the blood skull. Tabards and belt favors must meet the 
minimum requirements. Only sponsors are eligible to run for Magi and Warlord. 
 

Currently the cap on the number of members in Blood Horde is set at 3000. 
 

No member of Blood Horde may belong to or attempt to create a 
fighting unit. Any member found in violation will be banished. 

 
No Blood Horde member should actively or passively recruit from any fighting unit. 

 

Blood Horde members may belong to as many non-fighting groups as they desire. 
Blood Horde members may NEVER wear the tabard of any group other than Blood 
Horde. 



 
Should an established member of Horde enter into a new relationship with a person 
outside of Horde, a year must pass within this relationship before the non-horde 
individual is eligible for membership vote. 
 
Should two Horde members dissolve their adult relationship, both members will remain 
Blood Horde unless their differences cannot remain civil. At this point, their 
membership will go up for a vote with the one receiving the most votes retaining 
membership. 
 
The Khan, as he sees fit, may recruit new members without a vote. 
Tabards and belt favors are only allowed to be worn with garb. If at any 
time a Blood Horde member is brought before the group for violating 
park rules, violating Dagorhir rules, or being an affront to the honor of 
the Blood Horde, he/she, if found guilty by majority vote, is subject to 
“the shunning” or “banishment”, which is determined by the Khan or a 
second vote. It requires no less than two members to bring this vote up 
before Blood Horde. No member can be brought before the people for 
“the shunning” or “Banishment” by the same two people twice. No 
double jeopardy. 
 

The Khan may remove members without a vote. 
 
 
 

“The Shunning” is a thirty day suspension of the member from wearing Blood Horde 
 
regalia, voting in Blood Horde matters, and attending Blood Horde functions. 
 

“Banishment” is just that. The member is banished from Blood Horde and is in effect 
no longer a member. Accepting initial membership to Blood Horde is also an 
agreement that if at anytime someone loses membership they will return all Blood 
Horde property and remove all regalia from personal items. This is removed, not cover-
up, draw a line through or deface. Banished members may be voted back in after six 
months under the normal procedure, but cannot be recruited without vote by the Khan, 
the Magi or the Warlord. Any member voted back in and then banished a second time 
is banished for life. 

 

V. Voting  
 ALL members of Blood Horde have an equal vote.
 ONLY Blood Horde members may vote and attend the debate.
 After the debate, all voting is silent. During the debate, each member 

present is allowed no more than 10 total minutes to support or refute the 
matter being voted on. Just present the facts.

 Votes for membership are not up for debate unless the potential member 
is a previous member.

 If voting is not convenient, the time of the vote will be determined by the 
Khan or the Magi.

 Absentee votes will be gathered and placed by the Khan or the Magi.



 Majority rules, for any vote to pass it must be ratified by a minimum of 
51%of the total members voting. Abstained votes do not count towards 
this minimum.

 Any member may bring up a vote to demote the Warlord or the Magi.
 The positions of Magi and Warlord will be voted on by the people every 

February. The term for these positions is one year. Ideally voting will take 
place each July. The Khan will evaluate all candidates and then bring two up 
for a vote. If the current position held is uncontested and the holder of that 
position wishes to continue with that position, a confidence vote will be held.

 The Khan has veto power over any vote.
 

VI. Conduct Guidelines 
 
Park, applicable fighting system, and camp rules supersede anything in this and any 
other Blood Horde document.  
1. Have fun. If you are not having fun, you are doing something wrong. If 
you are impeding the fun of another…well that’s debatable.  
2. Get garb!->Rule | Guideline<-If you already have garb get more!  
3. Don’t make us look bad. Our pride gets hurt easily. On and off the field you 
represent Blood Horde and they represent you. Act with at least a reasonable amount 
of honor at all times and do not be an internet troll.  
4. All members must represent Blood Horde in some fashion. They are required to 
wear a tabard, belt favor, and/or teardrop at all times at all events, practices, and 
Blood Horde events where garb is also a requirement. 
5. All members should make a solid attempt to attend Ragnarok every year.  
6. If you are going to do something illegal in the state you reside in or if you are going 
to do something that someone’s (anyone’s) grandmother might find offensive, stupid, 
and/or dangerous, please follow these few procedures:  
a. Don’t do it in camp.  
b. Remove anything that may identify you as Blood Horde save a red tear drop 
beneath the outside or your right eye so that people know where to dump your body. 
(Seriously) c. Be discreet.  
d. Don’t get caught, killed, or maimed and don’t name it after the Khan.  
7. Any member that is ejected from an event is automatically subject to the 
shunning, without a membership vote, and is automatically up for a banishment 
vote.  
8. Any member found seeking to create a divide, division, or separation of ANY kind 
within Blood Horde is subject to banishment. Our unity is our strength. All members 
are a link in the chain.  
9. Any and all members agree, by accepting Blood Horde membership, that in the 
event they are no longer a part of the Blood Horde they will return any Blood Horde 
property and remove any and all Blood Horde insignias and regalia from their 
personal items without defacing and/or altering the insignia in anyway.  
10. Anyone wearing a kilt or skirt absolutely MUST wear underwear or at least 
make it to where their naughty bits aren't visible. 
11. Don’t make a nuisance of yourself and don’t annoy people.  
12. Do not cause or nurture drama. We have a zero tolerance policy for drama and 
special butterfly syndrome. 



13. Live well, be productive and die with honor. 
 

VII. Event and Camp Guidelines 
 
1. Anyone camping with Blood Horde is expected to adhere to the Conduct Guidelines 
as well as the Event and Camp Guidelines.  
2. All Blood Horde members will share camp duties sand participate in the Blood 
Horde meal plan if one exists. 
 
3. Horde is REQUIRED to camp with Horde. The exceptions are if you have 
medical reasons, i.e. you need power for your CPAP and there is none, if you are a 
merchant and have your OWN merchant tent that you must maintain/run at 
merchant’s row, or you are event staff at an event where camping with staff is 
required.  
4. The owners of any camp we are in will be treated with courtesy and respect. 
Don’t make a nuisance of yourself.  
5. All Blood Horde members are expected to perform camp duties, including set up/ 
tear down, prior to fighting, partying, and/ or socializing.  
6. Fighters are expected to participate in knight’s trials and give 100% of their ability 
to the squire or page.  
7. All Blood Horde members are expected to pitch in for firewood and other supplies 
as needed. If camp fees exist, all members are required to pay them.  Ragnarok camp 
fees are as follows:  $30 for adults (16yrs+), $10 for children (9-15yrs), $0 kids (0-
8yrs) 
8. If a Blood Horde member is giving a class, presentation, etc. it is expected that as 

many members attend as possible. 
9. Adhere to all park/ event rules and guidelines. This includes the prohibition on 
illegal drugs and underage drinking.  
10. The bringing of any nonhuman pet must be approved by the Khan or 
the overseeing Magi prior to the event unless it is a service animal.  
11. Blood Horde is kid friendly and adult friendly but please remember: YOU are 
responsible for ANY living being you bring into a Blood Horde camp, including but 
not limited to children, pets, parents, friends, partners, and hook-ups. You will be held 
responsible for the actions of these living beings as if you committed the action 
yourself. YOU are responsible for their care and feeding. YOU are responsible for 
what they hear, see, drink, eat, or insert into various ports of entry into their body. 
While nudity in camp is not super prevalent, it does happen. The language in camp is 
atrocious. There is drinking every night. You have been warned. We will not censor 
ourselves. Pets are never allowed in the kitchen tent and children must be kept out of 
the kitchen tent any time any food is being prepared.  
12. Any and all persons who are not members of Blood Horde must have prior 
approval to camp with Blood Horde. 
13. If a chair does not belong to you do not sit in it. 
 

Meal Plan 
 
All Blood Horde members must participate in the meal plan. The following menu is 
not a set menu. It is merely a guideline. Substitutions may be made on any particular 
day provided it is cleared with the person running the meal plan. Soups and stews 
will NOT be allowed as substitutions. On the day you are to be cooking, the meal 



must be finished by 5pm so that people have enough time to eat and socialize 
afterwards. Also, you will be responsible for all dishes accrued while cooking the 
meal and those dishes must be done by noon the next day. The cook is NOT 
responsible for the dishes you create while eating. If someone is in charge of a 
particular day and you are on that day you are expected to follow their lead. You 
and any other people on a particular day are responsible for the purchase of 
ingredients needed to make the meal. 
 

 

Event Safety 
 
Any time you get a large group of people together there are going to be 
undesirables. The larger the group the more undesirables you are likely to 
encounter. With this understanding it is a good idea to pay attention to a few safety 
guidelines. 
 

1. You should NEVER travel alone after dark.  
2. Securely stow all valuables on your person or in a safe place.  
3. Always try to have one person in camp if at all possible. 
4. Let people know where you are headed in case you need to be found.  
5. Always wear some form of regalia so people know what camp you belong to. 
 

IIX. Structure- Leadership and Caravan 
 
The Khan and Warlord have supreme command over the battlefield. They, as well 
as the Magi are expected to give warnings to members who violate anything 
outlined in this handbook.  
There can be no more than one Magi and Warlord in any location. 

 

In the presence of more than 10 fighters and more than one Warlord, the Khan or Magi, 
if the Khan is not present, will make packs and assign them to a Warlord. 
 
In the event that more than one Warlord is present on the battlefield, the 
Warlord is responsible for his/ her own pack. In the absence of the Khan, the 
Warlord who has the most tenure dots is responsible for his/ her own pack as 
well as the Warlords of the other packs.  
The Magi is responsible for the goings on in camp, practices, and events when 
the Khan is not present. 

 
The Khan, Magi and Warlord are expected to keep order without being 
overbearing. The Warlord is expected to take up the slack off the field when the 
Khan and the Magi are absent. 

 
Blood Horde is expected to police itself and remain a socialist entity. No one 
member has any more power than the other. 

 
For Blood Horde there are but four kinds of people in the world. There are Blood 
Horde, allies, Caravan, and enemy. Allies are any group in which we have a treaty 
with and/or are not at war with. 

 

Caravan is the name given to those outside of Blood Horde but who are allowed to 
travel with and camp with Blood Horde. A person who is staying in the same camp as 



Blood Horde is considered Caravan. People in Caravan are expected to follow the 
same guidelines that Blood Horde follows when in a Blood Horde camp or if they are 
camping with Blood Horde at an event. Any member who is undergoing the shunning 
is considered Caravan. A banished member may not be part of Caravan. Caravan may 
never vote or attend voting sessions conducted by Blood Horde. Those who are not 
members of Blood Horde may only camp with Blood Horde at Ragnarok for a 
maximum of two years before becoming a member. Caravan is to be protected by 
Blood Horde. Caravan members must contribute something to the group while in a 
Blood Horde camp and/or when traveling with Blood Horde. No free rides. 

 
IX. Awards and Achievements  
Awards and Commendations 

 
Awards and commendations can be earned by anyone in Blood Horde. Patches 
earned by Blood Horde members are a symbol of their dedication. An individual who 
has went through the processes of earning these awards and commendations will 
command a certain level of respect in and out of the group and will be a person that 
the rest of the group looks to for fighting and crafting advice. Earning the patches is 
not an easy process and should not be approached lightly. It is important that one is 
able to verbally demonstrate the processes used to get the patch as well as 
demonstrate the act itself. All awards and commendations are at the discretion of the 
Khan or the Magi if outside the Khan’s home park. 

 
There are two trees of awards to follow. One tree is for the artisan sand the other is for 
warriors. The diligent Blood Horde member with an elite level of personal dedication, 
diligence and honor could even earn the patches from both trees to receive the final 
patch. The theme for the patches is based on the five elements, or spirits, of Earth, 
Air, Fire, Water, and Spirit. Historically the colors that coincide with the elements are 
green for Earth, yellow for Air, red for Fire, blue for Water, and grey for Spirit. 

 

The patches may be placed on anything you choose. It is up to you to place your own 
patches after the award is received. Only members in good standing are eligible for awards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Warrior commendations tree: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trial of Earth-The foundation of a warrior. 
 
From start to finish build a weapon, shield, and javelin OR present your bow, make 
6 arrows, a back-up weapon, and a quiver. These items should not be hastily made. 
Everything created should be of such a quality that it would rate at a 3 out of 5 in an 
arts and sciences tournament. 
 

OR 
 
 

Win two 10 person Kill Your Killers, one with your primary fighting style and the 
other with your secondary fighting style. You must fight the entire duration of the Kill 
Your Killer without a break. You must respawn immediately when the time comes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Air-The fundamentals of communication and rapport. 
Recruit or sponsor and train two new people as well as provide them with the necessary 
skills to make a weapon. The patch will be awarded after the two recruits have passed 
their probationary period and are reasonably trained and have a good weapon. 
 

OR 

 

Attend four events within a year’s time. You must fight on the battlefield at least 
50% of the time and you must be there for at least 75% of the entire event. Ragnarok 
must be one of these events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Fire-The torch of knowledge. 
 
Read one book on the philosophy of combat, peace, war, or leadership from a past 
culture. Suggested reading; The Book of Five Rings, The Art of War, Bushido: 
The Way of the Samurai, The Prince or any other book that is of a philosophical or 
biographical nature. The Book must be approved by the Khan. Write a two page 
summary of your reading. 



 
 
 

Trial of Water-The two fold warrior. 
 
Like water, armor can help you or it can hinder you. Create for yourself, from start to 
finish, a set of armor. Create one chest piece and 2 of these 3; grieves, bracers, or helmet. 
These items should not be hastily made. Everything created should be of a quality such that 
it would rate at least 3 out of 5in an arts and sciences tournament. If it would not rate high 
solely because you made it to fit into your persona, these items will be judged separately. 
Items that are poorly made will not qualify simply because you are an Orc. 

 

OR 
 
Win two weapons tournaments at an event that has at least 80 people in attendance 
within the same year. It doesn’t have to be the same event to qualify. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Spirit-The test of mettle. 
 

The person attempting the trial must protect a mark (the Khan, Vizier, or Magi) for a 
period of two hours at an event while being hunted by no less than 10 assassins and no 
more than 15. The group must stay in a fairly open area. The group is not allowed to hide. 
The person attempting the trial must select 2 members of Blood Horde to help in the 
protection detail of the mark. Assassins may use poison. A death blow following Dagorhir 
rules must be landed upon the mark to fail the trail. The proctor of the trial is responsible 
for recruiting and keeping track of the assassins. A reasonable attempt at stealth or 
subterfuge must be used to assassinate the mark. "Bum Rushing" the mark is not allowed 
and will not count as a death shot. All Dagorhir rules must be followed by all parties (i.e 
weapons and armor) . Flight weaponry will be allowed to be used by both sides based on 
weather. The proctor has final say. Armor is allowed by all parties No member of Blood 
Horde may be an assassin. Blood Horde members must not shout out warnings, help scout 
for the guards, or assist in the death of an assassin or mark unless they are a participant in 
the trial. Only assassins may be used as decoys for any assassination attempt. The guards 
resurrect on the loud count to 30. The assassins resurrect by touching the entrance to 
Agarhoth. The proctor must announce the times of the trial to all members of Blood Horde. 
The mark is allowed to defend him/herself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                    Crimson Shade-Crimson Shade serve as trainers                 
and mentors to Blood Horde fighters. In order to receive this commendation you must; 
complete all five elemental trials, have the approval of the Khan, complete one year of 
service, go to an event out of your home state, command a pack of Blood Horde on a 
major battlefield, AND win a 15 man kill your killer or defeat 2 knights in succession. You 
must defeat these knights in their chosen style and must defeat them twice in three duels 
each. If the alternates for Trial of Earth and Trial of Water are used, the fighter must show 
that he or she has their own weapons for two fighting styles and the fighter must have 
torso armor that fits and passes. 
 

 

Artisan awards tree: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Earth- From the Mother. 
 
Create from start to finish two pieces of period or Dagorhir specific art. This could be 
carving, painting, drawing, embroidery, embossing/working leather, sculpting, wood 
craft, extensive/ exquisite bead work, fiber arts, or original jewelry. In order to qualify, 
the piece of art must be of exceptional quality. Not all art will qualify. For example, a 
beaded necklace will not qualify unless you made the beads yourself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trial of Air-The craft of Taliesin. 
 
Show your Bardic ability. Sing or play two songs, tell two a stories, or recite two 
pieces of poetry OR perform one original piece from the previous list. Anything 
performed must be in period, have a minimum length of two minutes, and must have 
an audience of at least ten people. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Fire-Bring forth the torch of knowledge. 
 
Give a presentation/ class on a specific art, craft, or science or run an arts and sciences 
tournament. This arts and sciences tournament may take place in lieu of the one given by 
the Khan or Magi. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Trial of Water-The water of life. 
 
Create one of everything from the cooking section in the arts and sciences category 
form. All items created must be in period. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trial of Spirit-The test of pride. 
 
Create court garb. These items should not be hastily made. Everything created should be of 
a quality such that it would rate 3 out of 5 in an arts and sciences tournament. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Elder Sage-Elder Sages serve as teachers and advisors to the rest of the group. In order 
to receive this award you must have all of the following: completed all five elemental 
trials, approval of the Khan, one year of service, gone to a major event, assist someone 



doing another trial from start to finish of that trial, and (in the Khan’s presence)setup, 
organize and teach a class or give a presentation at a major event. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Order of the Elder Shade-An Elder Shade is a mere shadow of his/her past and has been 
reborn into him/herself and reborn into Blood Horde. Elder Shades serve as royal guard 
and high council to the Khan. In order to acquire this status you must have all of the 
following; approval of the Khan, approval of the other Elder Shades, 2 years of service, 
Crimson Shade, and Elder Sage. 

 

Grandfathering Achievements 
 
Achievements made prior to becoming full member of Blood Horde will be counted as 
if they were made during one's tenure with Blood Horde. It is neither our intention to 
minimize achievements made by current members nor by new members. 
Achievements earned in this way may only be awarded by the Khan. The Khan 
reserves the right to verify or not to verify the achievements on an individual basis. All 
rules requiring length of membership still apply. 

 

Knighthood 

 

In order to become a Knight of Agarhoth one must meet all of the following criteria 
and implied agreements.  

-You must be a member of Blood Horde in good standing. 
 

-You must have completed a path to Knighthood that lasted no less than two 
years by a respected Knight. This is at the Khan's discretion.  
-You must have completed the achievement of Elder Shade. 

 
-You agree to never put a member of Blood Horde beneath you, this 
includes making one kneel before you. 

 
-You agree to relinquish the title of Knight of Agarhoth should your 
membership ever cease. 

 
-You must be knighted by the Khan at Ragnarok in addition to any 
other knighting ceremony you have received. 

 
 

 

Other recognition 
 
Tenure patch-Black patch with red trim, one red dot per year of service. 
Distinguished Service Patch -Black patch with red trim, one gold/yellow dot per 



 
occurrence. Once per year, at the Blood Horde anniversary party, two persons will be 
awarded a yellow dot for service throughout the preceding year that distinguished 
himself/ herself well above other members. 

 

 

The Khan’s Award for Distinguished Service -This award will come directly from 
the Khan. This award is signified by a yellow dot. 

 

The Ender Vilt Award for Distinguished Service- Every member will be asked to 
submit a member nomination for this award. This nomination shall be submitted privately 
to the Khan. If no overwhelming majority exists then the Khan will select three of the 
nominations to be voted on by the populous. The three selected will be based on the 
quality of the nomination submitted. The Khan breaks ties. This award is signified by a 
yellow dot. 

 

Any members not submitting a nomination will be ineligible for nomination 
themselves! 

 
No member may receive a dot from the Khan and the populous in the same year. The 
Khan is ineligible for nomination and shall not bestow this honor upon himself. 

 
Persons being awarded the D.S. dot will have been those members who have been in 
good standing and who have not been shunned in this voting year. This member would 
have been one who went above and beyond for the whole of the group and/ or has 
consistently conducted themselves in such a manner that they set an example for the 
whole of the group and are a source of envy to other units/ houses. This person would 
have honor and integrity and would be one who consistently makes him or herself 
available for other members. This person is not someone who would bad talk Blood 
Horde in any situation and this person would not bring drama into the group. 

 

Crimson Cross-White patch with red trim and a red cross in the center. This patch 
indicates a certification in first aid or first responder or higher level medical education. 
This certification need not be current. 

 

Colorless Awards 
 
Colorless awards will occasionally be given out by The Khan. These awards have no 
patch, dot or sash. They may or may not be tied to events. Some of these awards will 
be silly and some will be serious. All of them are designed to give recognition to 
members who have stood out in some way Colorless awards may be given by any 
member of Blood Horde to any member of Blood Horde. 

 

The Order of the Unknown Soldier- Named after its first recipient, Tom “Unknown 
Soldier” Underwood. The Unknown Soldier is the person you never see coming. He is 
the small kid in school that finally stands up for himself. He is always underestimated and 
a little unorthodox, but always seems to get the job done when his back is against the 
wall.  
Most Improved Fighter-This award speaks for itself. 

 
The Order of the Juggernaut-This award is given to a member who shows prowess on the 
battlefield in the area of shield bashing, line rushing and enemy launching.  
The Order of the Reaper-This award is given to those members who continually outflank, 
outfight, and outrun the enemy mowing them down in droves. 



 
The Order of the Monkey-This award is given to those members who go out of their way 
to help out at events and in camp. 
 
 
 
 

X. Khan and Queen 
 
The founder of Blood Horde, Ginsu Hac Tao A.K.A. Bill McNelly is Khan for as long 
as he sees fit to be so. As founder of Blood Horde he also reserves the right to alter 
the hand book any way he sees fit, including but not limited to awards, rules of 
conduct and Blood Horde regalia. 

 

Powers and responsibilities of the Khan: 
 
1. Has veto right over any hand book/rules changes proposed by Blood 
Horde members.  
2. Has the right to veto any vote.  
3. May recruit without a membership vote, but may not recruit banished members 
without a vote. 
4. In the event of a tie in any vote, the Khan casts the tie breaking vote.  
5. The Khan has absolute power on the battlefield, but may NOT EVER order a member 
to the field.  
6. In the presence of more than 10 fighters and more than one Warlord, the Khan will 
make packs and assign them to a Warlord. 
7. The Khan is required to mediate any dispute between members. 
8. The Khan is required to give official warnings.  
9. The Khan may grant temporary Warlord status to a member on the battlefield. 
Blood Horde members should treat this person as a temporary leader.  
10. The Khan may single handedly call a vote to shun or banish a member. This is an 
exception to the two member banishment rule.  
11. Provided a two week notice is given, the Khan can call meetings where members are 
expected to attend if at all possible. .  
12. The Khan may remove anyone from Caravan status as well as remove any other 
non-member from camp and/or Blood Horde functions. 
13. The Khan is responsible for granting awards and overseeing the awards system.  
14. When no Magi is in office, the Khan is required to hold arts and 
sciences competitions every six to twelve months and is the overseer of arts 
and sciences within Blood Horde.  
15. The Khan is responsible for treasury, diplomacy, communication, expansion 
and recruitment. 
16. The Khan may demote a Warlord or Magi.  
17. It is the Khan’s responsibility to hold elections for the offices of Magi and 
Warlord. These elections should be held each February.  
18. The Khan is responsible for conducting meetings and voting sessions. During these 
times the Warlord is responsible for keeping order and may take whatever actions 
necessary to acquire that order so that the democratic process remains unhindered.  
19. The Khan may remove any member without a vote and reserves the right to remove 
any member from any function or event.  
20. The Khan is defacto camp master no matter who is camp master on paper. 
 
Limitations of the Khan: 
1. The Khan may not order anyone on or off the battlefield.  
2. The Khan may not declare war without a membership vote. 



 
3. If at any point, three members deem that the Khan is working too hard, flipping out, 
being a dick, and/or not having fun at an event or camp out, those three members may 
put the Khan in a 15 minute “timeout”. 
 

Powers and responsibilities of the Queen: 
1. The Queen is the Dean of academia within Blood Horde University.  
2. The Queen is responsible for keeping a treasury. 
 
3. The Queen is to act as camp mistress alongside of whomever else is 

responsible for camp.  
4. The Queen is responsible for maintaining a social calendar and organizing 

Blood Horde events at home. 
 

Limitations of the Queen: 
 

1. The Queen may not single handedly shun or banish any member without a vote.  
2. The Queen may not order anyone to battlefield. 
 
3.While it is the responsibility of the Queen to organize camp and other functions, 
she may not give orders. She is hoping that begging and pleading for help won’t 
be necessary.  
5. The Queen may not declare war or write treaty.  
6. If at any point, three members deem that the Queen is working too hard, flipping out, 
being a pain, and/or not having fun at an event or camp out, those three members may 
put the Queen in a15 minute “timeout”. 
 

Grand Vizier 

 

If at some point the Khan is physically or mentally unable to oversee Blood Horde for a 
period of one year or is removed from Blood Horde or the office of Khan, the Grand 
Vizier would step up to take his/ her place, but only as an overseer. If the situation with 
the current Khan remains for a period of two years, the Grand Vizier will become Khan. 
In the event of death or permanent incapacitation, the Grand Vizier would become Khan 
immediately. After one year, the new Khan will be subject to a confidence vote. If this 
vote passes it will not be required again but can be brought up again if no less than 10 
people second the motion for a confidence vote. The founder may never be subject to 
removal from the group or office unless he initiates the vote himself. 

 

1. Has all the powers and limitations of the Khan except for dismissal without a vote, 
he/she has no veto rights, and he/she may not make unapproved changes to the 
handbook. 
2. The Grand Vizier is subject to all guidelines in this document. 
3. The Grand Vizier may only be removed by the Khan.  
4. If the Grand Vizier becomes Khan, he or she must appoint another Grand Vizier 
within 4 years. 
 

XI. Magi 
 
The Magi is voted into office every February. Only members who are sponsors can 
run for Magi. The individual must have attended, in the previous year, Rag, Gates of 
Fire/Summer, War of the Iron Fist, BoFA, or Badon Hill.  Appointed persons may 
ignore these requirements for a maximum of 2 years. The Magi is to act as an advisor, 
diplomat, and liaison for the Khan. The Magi also serves as governor and 
administrator in the absence of the Khan. The Magi and the Warlord are expected to 



work in unison as equal parts of the whole of Blood Horde. In order to be eligible for 
nomination to the position of Magi, the member must have been a member in good 
standing for six months. 
 

Powers and responsibilities of the Magi: 
 
1.With the Khan’s approval, the Magi may recruit without a membership vote, but may 
not recruit banished members without a vote. Anyone recruited in this way is sponsored 
by the Magi. 
 
2. In the event of a tie in any vote being held outside the Khan’s home park, the Magi 
casts the tie breaking vote.  
3. In the presence of more than 10 fighters and more than one Warlord, the Magi 
will make packs and assign them to a Warlord. 
4. The Magi is required to mediate any dispute between members. 
5. The Magi is required to give official warnings.  
6. In the absence of a Warlord, the Magi may grant temporary Warlord status to 
a member on the battlefield. Blood Horde members should treat this person as a 
temporary leader.  
7. The Magi may single handedly call a vote to shun or banish a member. This is 
an exception to the two member banishment rule.  
8. Provided a two week notice is given, the Magi can call meetings where members 
are expected to attend if at all possible.  
9. The Magi may remove anyone from Caravan status as well as remove any other non-
member from camp and/or Blood Horde functions.  
10. The Magi is required to hold an arts and sciences competition every Fall and/ or 
Spring. A member going for the Artisan Trial of Fire patch may hold the competition 
instead of the Magi, but the Magi must assist.  
11. The Magi is responsible for diplomacy, communication, expansion and 
recruitment. If the Magi is stationed outside of the Khan’s home park he/ 
she is responsible for keeping a local treasury as well.  
12. If stationed outside of the Khan’s home park, the Magi is responsible for 
holding elections for Warlord.  
13. In the absence of the Khan, the Magi is responsible for conducting meetings and 
voting sessions. During these times the Warlord is responsible for keeping order and 
may take whatever actions necessary to acquire that order so that the democratic process 
remains unhindered.  
14. If stationed outside the Khan’s home park, the Magi is responsible for all aspects 
of the distinguished service patch.  
15. The Magi is responsible for overseeing any events, campouts, practices etc. that the 
Khan cannot attend and must ensure members adhere to the Blood Horde handbook. 
16. The Magi who lives closest to the event is head Magi at that event.  
17. All Magi are responsible for keeping camp clean. Camp should be straightened up 

every morning and all loose trash put in its place. Personal items left on tables will be 
put into a box. 

 

Limitations of the Magi: 
 

1. The Magi may not single handedly shun or banish any member without a vote.  
2. The Magi may not order anyone to battlefield. 
 
3. While it is the responsibility of the Magi to organize camp and other functions, he may 
not give orders. He/she is hoping that begging and pleading for help won’t be necessary.  
4. The Magi may not declare war or write treaty. 



 
5. The Magi is subject to all of the rules of conduct just as any other member, but 
may not be shunned or banished while carrying the office of Magi except by the 
Khan. I.E. he/she must be demoted first. The exception to this rule is in the event that 
the Magi attempts to join or create another fighting company, he/she is then banished 
without a vote.  
6. If at any point, three members deem that the Magi is working too hard, flipping out, 
being a dick, and/or not having fun at an event or camp out, those three members may 
put the Magi in a 15 minute “timeout”. 
 

XII. Warlord 
 
The Warlord is voted into office every February. Only members who are sponsors can 
run for Warlord.  The individual must have attended, in the previous year, Rag, Gates 
of Fire/Summer, War of the Iron Fist, BoFA, or Badon Hill.  Appointed persons may 
ignore these requirements for a maximum of 2 years. The Warlord is to act as an 
advisor, diplomat, and liaison for the Khan. The Warlord also serves as war master, 
battle trainer, and is the leader of the fighters in the absence of the Khan. The Magi 
and the Warlord are expected to work in unison as equal parts of the whole of Blood 
Horde. 
 
In order to be eligible for nomination to the position of Warlord, the member 
must have been a member in good standing for six months. 
 

Powers and responsibilities of the Warlord: 

 

1. May recruit without a membership vote with the approval of the Khan, but may not 
recruit banished members without a vote. Anyone recruited in this way is sponsored 
by the Warlord.  
2.The Warlord is required to hold a battle tournament every six to twelve months. 
 
3. In the absence of the Khan, the Warlord has absolute power on the battlefield, but 
may NOT EVER order a member to the field. 
4. The Warlord is required to mediate any dispute between members. 
5. The Warlord is responsible for giving official warnings.  
6. The Warlord may grant temporary Warlord status to a member on the 
battlefield. Blood Horde members should treat this person as a temporary leader.  
7. The Warlord may single handedly call a vote to shun or banish a member. This is 
an exception to the two member banishment rule.  
8. Provided a three week notice is given to the Khan and a two week notice is given to 
members, the Warlord can call meetings where members are expected to attend if at 
all possible.  
9. The Warlord may remove anyone from Caravan status as well as remove any other 
non-member from camp and/or Blood Horde functions. 
10. The Warlord is responsible for recruitment, expansion, diplomacy, and battle training. 
11. The Warlord is responsible for holding weapon and shield building sessions.  
12. The Warlord is responsible for keeping order during meetings, voting sessions, and 
at events. 
13.The Warlord is responsible for getting weapons to weapons check at events and  
practices. Other members are expected to help with this. 
 



Limitations of the Warlord: 
 

1. The Warlord may not single handedly shun or banish any member without a vote.  
2. The Warlord may not order anyone to the battlefield.  
3. While it is the responsibility of the Warlord to organize camp and other functions, 
he may not bark orders. 
4. The Warlord may not declare war or write treaty. 
 
5. The Warlord is subject to all of the rules of conduct just as any other member, but may 
not be shunned or banished while carrying the appointment of Warlord except by the 
Khan. I.E. he/she must be demoted first. The exception to this rule is in the event that the 
Warlord attempts to join or create another fighting company, he/she is then banished 
without a vote. 
 
6. If at any point, three members deem that the Warlord is working too hard, flipping out, 
being a dick, and/or not having fun at an event or camp out, those three members may put 
the Warlord in a15 minute “timeout”. 
 

XIII. Archivist 
 
1.The Archivist has all the powers and limitations of a Magi in respect to those Blood 
Horde members who are considered Nomads. Nomads are members who are not in the 
vicinity of a Magi or Warlord. 
 
2. The Archivist is expected to keep a current up to date roster of all Horde members and 
applicable data regarding those members.  
3. The Archivist is responsible for ensuring the sponsors and new members are fulfilling 
their responsibilities. 
 

XIV. Blood Horde Regalia 
 
1. Tabard- shall be black with red trim and must have the “blood skull” placed in the 
center of the chest in the front. The “blood skull” may not be in any color but red. The 
red must be a natural red. Orange, burgundy, pink, and blue are not red. Providing the 
"blood skull" is not tampered with, the tabard is black, and the trim is red, members 
are encouraged to personalize their tabard with designs, personal symbols, mantras 
etc. II. Belt Favor-shall be black with the “blood drop/skull” placed in the center. The 
“blood drop/skull” may not be in any color but red. The red must be a natural red. 
Orange, burgundy, pink, and blue are not red. Providing the "blood drop/skull" is 
 
not tampered with, the trim is red, and the favor is black, members are encouraged 
to personalize their tabard with designs, personal symbols, mantras etc. 
 
III. Affixing regalia to items and equipment-a “blood skull” and/or teardrop maybe put 
on the equipment and/or items of any Blood Horde member in good standing. The 
“blood skull” and/or teardrop must be in a black background and may not be in any color 
but red. The red must be a natural red. Orange, burgundy, pink, and blue are not red. If 
opting for the “blood skull”, the member must be able to closely reproduce it. 
 
IV. Teardrop-everyone is encouraged to place a red teardrop beneath the outside corner 
of the right eye. This is a good means of subtle identification at events and is a great way 
to show unity within the group. It is also the next best thing to having regalia when 
tabards or belt favors aren’t available or shouldn’t be worn. 
 



V. Affixing regalia to one’s body- is an acceptable practice. Markers, paint and 
make-up are suggested as push pins and tattoos can be quite painful and permanent, 
but are not discouraged. 
 
VI. The Period of Mourning-For not less than thirty days after a member of Blood 
Horde has passed from this Earth, all Blood Skulls and Teardrops will have a black bar 
put across them through the center, through the eyes for Blood Skulls. 
 

. 



 

XV. Arts and Sciences  
Borrowed from Ragnarok A&S 

 

Categories  
Please note some categories may overlap-- please choose a category that best 
fits your item. 
 

Armor  
Items in this category are Dagorhir legal, field ready armor (includes leather 
armor). Items will be judged on construction integrity for field use and aesthetic 
execution of intent. 
 

Artist  
Items in this category are primarily judged on the artistic intent and execution of 
the piece. This includes but is not limited to: 2D and 3D artwork such as plasti-
diped shields or weapons, shield covers, ceramics, paintings, etc. 
 

Brewer  
Items in this category are judged on brewing techniques, flavor, and execution. 
Must include ingredients list for it to be judged. 
 

Garber  
Items in this category are garb items or monster kits that are judged on 
construction technique, aesthetic concept, and overall appearance. 
 

Garb Accessory  
Items in this category include but are not limited to: jewelry, belt pouches, 
things your character may add to garb. These items are judged on construction 
technique, aesthetic concept, and overall appearance. 
 

Historian  
Items in this category are based on a historical period or object (not fantasy 
based) that are judged on its historical likeness. This includes but is not limited to: 
weaving fabric, carving wood, sewing techniques, natural dying, etc. Entries must 
include historical documentation with the submission card in order to be judged. 
 

Leather Worker  
Items in this category are leather objects judged on leather 
techniques, construction, and intent. 
 

Smithy  
Items in this category are primarily judged on construction. This can include but 
is not limited to: foam weapons that can be fought with on the field, woodworking, 
metalsmithing, etc. 





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
”blood skull” belt favor/ item emblem red teardrop *Belt favor does not need to have 
the blood skull. 



 

 

Blood Horde Membership Form 
 

Real name: 
 
 
 
 

Persona name: 
 
 
 
 

Persona: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What do you feel you can contribute to Blood Horde? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I, the undersigned, do hereby attest and swear that I am not a bat shit crazy, am not a 
drama queen, am not currently under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs, am not part 
of another unit, have signed any and all applicable waivers for whatever shires I 
frequent and have signed all applicable waivers for whatever fighting system that is in 
use at any given moment, am responsible solely for myself and my own actions and that 
I cannot and will not hold any members of the Blood Horde , it’s Khan, Queen,Vizier, 
Magi or its Warlord responsible for anything what so ever, regardless of what that may 
be. I also understand that by signing this form and/ or accepting membership into Blood 
Horde I agree to and have read all contents of the Blood Horde hand book and agree to 
abide by its contents and that upon my leaving Blood Horde for any reason what so ever 
that I am willing to return any and all Blood Horde property and that I will remove any 
and all Blood Horde regalia from my personal items as instructed by the Blood Horde 
hand book.  
Signature/ Date 


